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ABSTRACT

This disclosure discloses a cluster server and a messaging method between clusters in an instant messaging system, wherein in the cluster server, a storage unit is configured to store the first subscription information that a client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the presence state of a client user of an external cluster and the second subscription information that a client user of the external cluster subscribes the presence state of a client user of the inner-cluster; an information classification unit is configured to determine whether the communication message transmitted between the client user of the inner-cluster and the client user of the external cluster is a state-presence related message; and an information transmission unit is configured to transmit the communication messages according to the first and second subscription information when the communication message is a state-presence related message. Through the cluster server and method of this disclosure, by classifying the messages between the clusters, the objectives of effectively using the network bandwidths between the clusters and improving the messaging efficiency and the bearing capacity of the whole instant messaging system are fulfilled.
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Fig. 2

All cluster servers 30 log in the global server 40 according to the configuration information

Each cluster server 30 acquires the address information of other cluster servers from the global server 40 and sets up network connection with other cluster servers 30

An instant messaging server 20 in a certain cluster sets up a network connection with the cluster server 30 where instant messaging server 20 is located
A client user logs in an instant messaging terminal 10 and the cluster server 30 to which the client user attaches distributes an instant messaging server 20 to the client user.

The client user messages with a user of an external cluster and the instant messaging server 20 to which the client user attaches queries the cluster server 30 in which the client user logs about the address of the cluster to which the user of the external cluster messaging with the client user attaches.

The cluster server 30 queries the global server 40 to confirm which cluster the user of the external cluster attaches to and sends the queried address information to the instant messaging server 20.

The instant messaging server 20 transmits a message to the cluster server 30 to which the user of the external cluster messaging with the client user attaches through the received address information by the cluster server 30 in which the client user logs.
Fig. 6
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Acquire the first communication message transmitted by the first client user in the inner-cluster through the first instant messaging server in which the first client user logs (S701)

Determine whether the first communication message is a state-presence related message or not

- a state-presence related message (S703)
  - Query the second subscription information and transmit the first communication message to the second cluster server of the external cluster (S702)
  - Acquire the second communication message from the external cluster to inner-cluster (S705)
    - Determine whether the second communication message is a state-presence related message or not
      - a state-presence related message (S707)
        - Query the first subscription message and transmit the second communication message to the first instant messaging server to which the first client user attaches (S707)
      - a state-presence unrelated message (S706)
        - Query the first instant messaging server to which the destination user for receiving the second communication message attaches and transmit the second communication message to the third instant messaging server (S708)

- a state-presence unrelated message (S704)
  - Query the third cluster server to which the destination user for receiving the first communication message attaches and transmit the first communication message to the third cluster server (S704)
CLUSTER SERVER OF AN INSTANT MESSAGING SYSTEM AND MESSAGING METHOD BETWEEN CLUSTERS

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates to the field of an internet technology, in particular to a cluster server of an instant messaging system and a messaging method between clusters.

BACKGROUND

With the development of the network technology, the instant messaging system, which makes the contacts and communications among people more and more convenient, is gradually recognized and accepted by users; and as an instant contact way among people through the internet, the instant messaging has the characteristics of strong interactivity, low cost and the like so as to be widely popularized in a short time, wherein the instant messaging systems widely used by people include QQ, MSN and the like.

With the rapid increase of users in the instant messaging system, there are more and more system state broadcasting messages and instant messages, a system server needs to process more data, and a server with one database cannot meet the messaging requirements of a large amount of data and tasks, therefore, a cluster system with multiple database servers emerges opportunity.

In a server cluster system, multiple servers are combined to perform the same service, each cluster server provides a service for multiple users respectively and is communicated with another one to realize the data communications among different clusters.

In the communication of the existing instant messaging system through cluster servers, the cluster servers distribute addresses and accounts for instant messaging servers attaching to themselves, so that the instant messaging servers attaching to the different cluster servers can transmit data through the distributed addresses and accounts. In addition, client users attaching to the different cluster servers acquire inter-cluster broadcasting messages from corresponding cluster servers, report the current service states to corresponding cluster servers and acquire the current service states of the client users in other cluster servers from the cluster servers.

However, with the continuous increase of the client users, there are more and more inter-cluster broadcasting messages, much influence is brought to the performance of the instant messaging system, and the amount of the client users which can be borne by the whole system will be greatly limited at the same time, therefore, the data processing ability of the cluster system will be absolutely required to be improved constantly in the current technological development trend.

SUMMARY

Objectives of this disclosure are to provide a cluster server of an instant messaging system and a messaging method between clusters, and to achieve the objectives of effectively using network bandwidths between the clusters, and improving the messaging efficiency and the bearing capacity of the whole instant messaging system by classifying the messages between the clusters.

In order to fulfill the objectives, in one aspect, an embodiment of this disclosure provides a cluster server of an instant messaging system, including:

- a storage unit configured to store a piece of first subscription information that a client user of an inner-cluster subscribes the presence state of a client user of an external cluster and a piece of second subscription information that a client user of the external cluster subscribes the presence state of a client user of the inner-cluster;
- an information classification unit configured to determine whether the communication message transmitted between a client user of inner-cluster and a client user of the outer-cluster is a state-presence related message; and
- an information transmission unit configured to transmit the communication message according to the first and second subscription information when the communication messages is a state-presence related message.

Preferably, in the cluster server, the first subscription information may be specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between a first client user of the inner-cluster and a second instant messaging server of the external cluster, wherein the first client user subscribes a presented client user of the external cluster; and the client user of the external cluster logs in the second instant messaging server; and

the second subscription information may be specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between a first client user and a second cluster server of the external cluster, wherein a client user of the external cluster attaching to the second cluster server subscribes a presence state of the first client user.

Preferably, in the cluster server, the information classification unit may be further configured to transmit a first communication message to the second cluster server according to the second subscription information when determining that a first communication message from the first client user to a client user of the external cluster is a state-presence related message; and

the information classification unit may be further configured to transmit a second communication message to a first instant messaging server in which the first client user logs according to the first subscription information when determining that the second communication message from a client user of the external cluster to a client user of the inner-cluster is a state-presence related message and the second instant messaging server acts as a transmitting end for transmitting the second communication message.

Preferably, the cluster server further includes:

- an external messaging interface unit configured to provide an interface for messaging with the external cluster; and
- a client user distribution unit configured to distribute a corresponding instant messaging server for the client user of the inner-cluster;
- the information transmission unit is further configured to query the third cluster server to which a destination user for receiving the first communication message attaches through the external messaging interface and transmit the first communication message to the third cluster server when the first communication message is a state-presence unrelated message;

or, the information transmission unit is further configured to acquire a third instant messaging server in which the destination user for receiving the second communication message logs through the user distribution unit and transmitting the second communication message to the third instant messaging server when the second communication message is a state-presence unrelated message.

Preferably, in the cluster server, the information classification unit is further configured to determine whether the first communication message is a non-real-time message before the first communication message is transmitted.
Preferably, in the cluster server, the information transmission unit is further configured to store the first communication message in a corresponding message waiting queue for transmitting when the first communication message is a non-real-time message, and compress the message waiting queue for transmitting into a complex message and transmit the complex message when the message waiting queue for transmitting reaches the preset length.

Preferably, in the cluster server, before the information classification unit determines whether the second communication message is a state-presence related message, the information transmission unit is further configured to parse the second communication message into multiple independent messages when the second communication message is a complex message.

Preferably, in the cluster server, the cluster server is in communication link with a global server through which a corresponding cluster server to which the client users of the external cluster attach is queried.

In another aspect, this disclosure further provides a messaging method between clusters in instant messaging, the method includes that:

acquiring a communication message transmitted between a client user of an inner-cluster and a client user of an external cluster; and

when the communication message is a state-presence related message, sending the communication message according to a piece of first pre-stored subscription information that a client user of the inner-cluster subscribes a presence state of a client user of the external cluster or according to a piece of second pre-stored subscription information that a client user of the external cluster subscribes the presence state of a client user of the inner-cluster.

Preferably, in this method, the first subscription information may be specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between a first client user of the inner-cluster and a second instant messaging server of the external cluster, wherein the first client user subscribes a presented client user of the external cluster; and the client user of the external cluster logs in the second instant messaging server; and

the second subscription information may be specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between a first client user and a second cluster server of the external cluster, wherein a client user of the external cluster attaches to the second cluster server subscribes a presence state of the first client user.

In the above-mentioned technical solution, at least one technical feature of the cluster server and the messaging method between clusters has the following advantages:

- by storing the first subscription information that a client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the state of a client of the external cluster and the second subscription information that a client of the external cluster subscribes the state of a client of the inner-cluster, classifying the communication messages transmitted between a client of the inner-cluster and a client of the external cluster, and querying pre-stored related subscription information when the communication message is a state-presence related message, the addresses of all the destination receiving ends of the communication messages can be acquired so as to solve the problem that the cluster server repeatedly processes a large amount of state broadcasting messages to affect the data processing capacity of the system, thereby effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters and improving the messaging efficiency.

- The subscription relationship that a client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the state of a client of the external cluster is expanded to the relationship between a client user of the inner-cluster and an instant messaging server in the external cluster, and the relationship that a client of the external cluster subscribes the state of a client user of the inner-cluster is expanded to the relationship between a server of the external cluster and a client user of the inner-cluster by the first and second subscription information, so that it is only necessary to transmit one common message about the state presence between the client user of the inner-cluster and the client user of the external cluster, thereby effectively reducing the total amount and length of the messages transmitted among clusters and avoiding network congestion.

In addition, the messages are further divided into real-time message and non-real-time message; as a non-real-time message, the received message is stored in a message waiting queue for transmitting to be transmitted to the same destination receiving end at first; and the message waiting queue for transmitting is compressed into a set message to be transmitted when the message waiting queue for transmitting reaches the preset length, so that the total amount and total length of the messages transmitted among clusters are effectively reduced, and the effects of effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters and improving the messaging efficiency are achieved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows a connection diagram of the structure of an instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure;

FIG. 2 shows a diagram of the process of configuring the instant messaging system in FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 shows a diagram of the process of messaging between clusters through the instant messaging system in FIG. 1;

FIG. 4 shows a diagram of the structure of the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure;

FIG. 5 shows a diagram of the flow of transmitting messages which is a state-presence unrelated message by the instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure;

FIG. 6 shows a diagram of the flow of transmitting messages a state-presence related message by the instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure; and

FIG. 7 shows a diagram of the flow of a method embodiment of this disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

To make the objectives and technical solutions and advantages of this disclosure clearer, this disclosure will be described below in detail with reference to the drawings and embodiments.

In a cluster server of the instant messaging system and a system and method for messaging between clusters of this disclosure embodiments, when acquiring the messages from the client users of the inner-cluster to the client users of the external cluster and the messages from the client users of the external cluster to the client users of the inner-cluster, the cluster server divides the received messages into a state-presence related message and a state-presence unrelated message according to message types, then further divides the state-presence related message and the state-presence unrelated message into a real-time message and a non-real-time message according to the characteristics of the messages, and processes different messages in different ways so as to
achieve the effects of effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters, improving the messaging efficiency, reducing the total amount and length of the messages transmitted among the clusters and effectively avoiding network congestion.

The state presence related message and the state presence unrelated message and the real-time and non-real-time messages are described at first in order that those skilled in the art can clearly know the system and method in the embodiments of this disclosure. In the instant messaging system, the messages a state-presence related message refer to the messages related to the online presence state of a client user; those skilled in the art can see that the current states of users on instant messaging software, such as QQ and MSN, will always change, so it is necessary to frequently respond the information related to the state of a client user to a friend user subscribing the state of the client user; and it is easy to understand that the state-presence unrelated message refer to the messages not related to the current state of the client user. Real-time messages refer to those needing to be transmitted in real time and the non-real-time messages refer to those not needing to be transmitted in real time.

FIG. 1 shows a connection diagram of the structure of an instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure; as shown in FIG. 1, the instant messaging system includes:

- multiple instant messaging terminals 10 configured to implement the logging of at least one client user in an instant messaging system;
- multiple instant messaging servers 20 in one of which at least one instant messaging terminal logs for providing an instant messaging service for a client user;
- multiple cluster servers 30 each including at least two instant messaging servers 20, wherein the instant messaging servers 20 in the same cluster log in the same cluster server 30 which is configured to distribute client users to the instant messaging servers 20 attaching thereto and providing interfaces messaging with other clusters; and
- a global server 40 configured to store the corresponding relationship between a client user and the cluster server 30 to which the client user attaches, wherein each cluster server 30 is linked with the global server 40 through which the address of the corresponding cluster server 30 of each client user is acquired.

In the process of instant messaging, the messaging system between clusters forms a cluster system with multiple Database Servers (DBs) and taking the global server 40 as the centre; and the global server 40 numbers each cluster server of the instant messaging system to ensure the uniqueness of each cluster server of the instant messaging system, and also numbers each instant messaging server in the cluster to ensure the uniqueness of each instant messaging server in the cluster.

As shown in FIG. 2, the configuration process of forming the cluster system with multiple DBs and taking the global server 40 as the centre through the instant messaging system includes:

S201: all cluster servers 30 log in the global server 40 according to the configuration information;
S202: each cluster server 30 acquires the address information of other cluster servers from the global server 40 and sets up network connection with other cluster servers 30; and
S203: an instant messaging server 20 in a certain cluster sets up network connection with the cluster server 30 where it is located.

Through the configuration, the multi-DBs cluster system including the instant messaging servers 20, the cluster servers 30 and the global server 40 is configured, and the messaging process between clusters through the instant messaging system is as shown in FIG. 3, the messaging process includes:

S301: a client user logs in an instant messaging terminal 10 and the cluster server 30 to which the client user attaches distributes an instant messaging server 20 to it;
S302: the client user messages with a client user of an external cluster; and the instant messaging server 20 to which the client user attaches queries the cluster server 30 in which the client user logs about the address of the cluster to which the user of the external cluster messaging with the client user attaches;
S303: the cluster server 30 queries the global server 40 to confirm to which cluster the user of the external cluster attaches and sends the queried address information to the instant messaging server 20; and
S304: the instant messaging server 20 transmits a message to the cluster server 30 to which the user of the external cluster messaging with the client user attaches through the received address information by the cluster server 30 in which the client user logs.

Through the processes, the steps of transmitting information from the user of the external cluster to the client user can be obtained by analogy, thereby needing no further description. Thus, through the messaging processes, the inter-cluster mutual messaging in the instant messaging system can be realized.

In the embodiments of this disclosure, in order to provide the messaging efficiency and bearing capacity of the instant messaging system, the instant messaging server 20 in the system divides the message into the state-presence related message or the state-presence unrelated message, then further divides them into the real-time messages or non-real-time messages according to the characteristics of the messages when transmitting messages to a client of the external cluster through the cluster server 30 to which it attaches or receiving the messages from a client of the external cluster to a client user of the inner-cluster; and processes different messages in different ways.

With the cluster server corresponding to a client user of an inner-cluster as a first cluster server and the cluster server corresponding to a client user of the external cluster as a second cluster server as an example, the structure of the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure is described below in detail, but those skilled in the art can see that, the amount of the cluster servers of the system is not limited to two and is only for the clear description here with reference to FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 shows a diagram of the structure of the cluster server 30 of an embodiment of this disclosure, here, the cluster server is the first cluster server, with reference to FIG. 4, the cluster server 30 includes:

- an external messaging interface unit 31 configured to provide an interface for messaging with the external cluster;
- a client user distribution unit 32 configured to distribute a client user for an instant messaging server of an inner-cluster and record a corresponding relationship between the client user and the instant messaging server to which the client user attaches;
- a storage unit 33 configured to store the first subscription information that a client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the presence state of a client of an external cluster and the second subscription information that a client of the external cluster subscribes the presence state the client user; specifically, the first subscription information being configured to record the corresponding relationship between a first client user of the inner-cluster and a second instant messaging.
server of the external cluster, wherein the second instant messaging server is an instant messaging server in which the second client user logs when the first client user subscribes the state information of the second client user in the external cluster to the second subscription information being configured to record the correspondence relationship between the first client user and the second cluster server of the external cluster, wherein the second cluster server is a cluster server subscribing the state information of the first client user;

an information receiving unit 36 configured to receive the messages transmitted between a client user of the inner-cluster and a client user of the external cluster;

an information classification unit 34 configured to determine whether the message transmitted between the client user of the inner-cluster and the client user of the external cluster is a state-presence related message or not; and

an information transmission unit 35 configured to transmit the messages according to the first or second subscription information when the message transmitted between the client user of the inner-cluster and the client user of the external cluster is a state-presence related message.

The communication server 30 with the abovementioned structure can acquire the addresses of all the destination receiving ends of the communication messages by storing the first and second subscription information, classifying the communication messages between the client user of the inner-cluster and the client user of the external cluster and querying the pre-stored related subscription information when the communication messages are a state-presence related message, thereby solving the problem that the cluster server repeatedly processes a large amount of state broadcasting messages to affect the system data processing capacity, effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters and improving the messaging efficiency.

Specifically, the information transmission unit 35 transmits the communication messages in the following ways: when the first communication message transmitted by the first client user of the inner-cluster through the first instant messaging server in which it logs is a state-presence related message, it queries the second subscription information and transmits the first communication message to the second cluster server; and when the first communication message is a state-presence unrelated message, it queries the third cluster server to which the destination user for receiving the first communication message attaches through the external messaging interface unit 31 and transmits the first communication message to the third cluster server, wherein the first instant messaging server is the instant messaging server 201 of the inner-cluster shown in FIG. 4, and the second cluster server is the server of the external cluster 301 shown in FIG. 4.

When the second communication message from the external cluster to the inner-cluster is received and the transmitting server of the second communication message is determined to be the second instant messaging server, the first subscription information is queried and the second communication message is transmitted to the first instant messaging server; and when the second communication message is a state-presence unrelated message, the third instant messaging server to which the destination user for receiving the second communication message attaches is acquired through the user distribution unit and the second communication message is transmitted to the third instant messaging server.

In the cluster server 30, by storing the first and second subscription information, expanding the subscription relationship that the client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the state of the client of the external cluster to the relationship between the client user of the inner-cluster and the instant messaging server in the external cluster, and the relationship that the client of the external cluster subscribes the state of the client user of the inner-cluster to the relationship between the server of the external cluster and the client user of the inner-cluster, it is only necessary to transmit a common message to a corresponding cluster server to which the client of the external cluster attaches by the cluster server of the inner-cluster no matter how many clients of the external cluster subscribe the state of the client user of the inner-cluster when the state of the client user in the inner-cluster is changed; and it is also only necessary to transmit a common message to a corresponding instant messaging server by the cluster server of the cluster server no matter how many client users of the inner-cluster subscribe the state information of the client of the external cluster when the state of the client of the external cluster is changed, thereby achieving the effects of effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters, improving the messaging efficiency, reducing the total amount and length of the messages transmitted among the clusters and effectively avoiding network congestion.

In addition, the information classification unit 34 of the cluster server 30 of an embodiment of this disclosure divides the messages transmitted among clusters into a state-presence related message and a state-presence unrelated message, and then further divides them into real-time messages and non-real-time messages; the real-time messages are transmitted to the corresponding receiving ends after being received by the method; the non-real-time messages are stored to a message waiting queue for transmission to be transmitted to the same destination receiving end at first; and when having the preset length, the message waiting queue for transmitting is compressed into a set message to be sent; so that the total amount and length of the messages transmitted among the clusters are effectively reduced, and the effects of effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters and improving the communication effect are achieved.

Based on what abovementioned, the second communication message received from the external cluster to the information receiving unit 36 in the cluster server 30 shown in FIG. 4 may be a complex message, so the information receiving unit 36 is further configured to determine whether the second communication message is a complex message; and the information receiving unit 35 is further configured to parse the second communication message into multiple independent communication messages when the second communication message is a complex message and then classify each independent communication message.

The process of processing messages by the instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure by the message classification method will be described below in detail. FIG. 5 shows a diagram of the flow of transmitting the state-presence unrelated message by the instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure; and FIG. 6 shows a diagram of the flow of transmitting the messages a state-presence related message by the instant messaging system adopting the cluster server of an embodiment of this disclosure.

With reference to FIG. 5, in order to be better understood, the inner-cluster is called the first cluster; users in the inner-cluster are called the first client users; the instant messaging server and cluster server to which the first client users attach are called the first instant messaging server and the first cluster server; also, the external cluster is called the second cluster; the users in the external cluster are called the second client users; and the instant messaging server and cluster server to which the second client users attach are called the second instant messaging server and the second cluster server. As
shown in FIG. 5, when the message transmitted by a first client user is a state-presence unrelated message, the process of processing the messages by the system includes:

S501: the first instant messaging server queries about the address of the second cluster server to which the second client user attaches and a message is transmitted through the first cluster server;

S502: the first cluster server queries the global server about the address of the second cluster server and saves the query result in local cache so as to effectively improve the information processing efficiency and reduce the load of the global server;

S503: the first cluster server sends the query result to the first instant messaging server;

S504: the first instant messaging server transmits the messages to be transmitted to the first cluster server;

S505: the first cluster server determines whether the messages to be transmitted are the real-time ones or the non-real-time ones, if they are the non-real-time ones, the messages are placed in the message waiting queue for transmitting to be transmitted to the second cluster server; when the message waiting queue for transmitting reaches the preset length or is time out, all the messages in the message waiting queue for transmitting are compressed into a complex message;

S506: the first cluster server transmits the real-time messages or the compressed complex message to the second cluster server;

S507: the second cluster server receives the messages from the first cluster server, when the messages are the compressed complex message, the complex message is parsed and each message in the complex message is parsed one by one; and

S508: when the second cluster server determines that the address of the second instant messaging server to which the destination receiving end attaches has been directly indicated in the received messages, the messages are directly transmitted to the second instant messaging server; and when the second cluster server determines that the address of the second instant messaging server to which the destination receiving end attaches is not directly indicated in the received messages, the address of the second instant messaging server is searched according to the pre-stored corresponding relationship between the second client user and the second instant messaging server, and then the messages are transmitted out.

By the steps S501 to S508, a client user in a cluster of the instant messaging system can transmit a state-presence unrelated message to a client of the external cluster, wherein when the message to be transmitted is a non-real-time message, complex messages transmitted to the same cluster server are combined into a complex message to be transmitted in a delay transmitting way, so that the total amount and length of the messages transmitted among the clusters are effectively reduced and the effects of effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters and improving the messaging efficiency are achieved.

FIG. 6 shows a diagram of the process of processing messages which are transmitted by the second client user and a state-presence related message by the instant messaging system, the process including:

S601: the first instant messaging server queries about the address of the second cluster server to which the second client user attaches and a message is transmitted through the first cluster server;

S602: the first cluster server queries the global server about the address of the second cluster server and buffers and saves the query result in local;

S603: the first cluster server sends the query result to the first instant messaging server;

S604: the first cluster server sends a subscription request message of the second client user to the first cluster server and indicates that the subscription request information is a state-presence related message and also the address of the second cluster server receiving the subscription request message;

S605: the first cluster server stores the first subscription information that the client user subscribes the state of the second client user according to the subscription request message, wherein the first subscription information includes the information of the first client user and the address of the second client user subscribing to which the second client user subscribed by the first client user attaches, so that the granularity of the subscription relationship is only detailed to a corresponding instant messaging server rather than a single client user of the external cluster, thereby reducing the amount of the data stored in the cluster server and favouring for the data recovery after the partial breakdown of the system;

S606: the first cluster server forwards the subscription request to the second cluster server;

S607: the second cluster server stores the second subscription information that the first client user subscribes the state of the second client user according to the subscription request, wherein the second subscription information includes the information of the second client user and the address of the first cluster server to which the first client user subscribing the state information of the second client user attaches, so that the granularity of the subscription relationship is detailed to the cluster server rather than a specific client user;

S608: the second cluster server forwards the subscription request of the second client user to the second instant messaging server in which the destination user logs or distributes an idle instant messaging server to the second client user;

S609: the second client user responds the subscription request information, forwards the response message to the first instant messaging server in which a subscription request part (the first client user) logs through the second instant messaging server;

S610: when the state of the second client user is changed, the common message about the state change is transmitted to the second cluster server through the second instant messaging server;

S611: the second cluster server forwards the common message about the state change to the first cluster server subscribing the state of the client user according to the second subscription information; and

S612: the first cluster server forwards the received common message about the state change of the second client user to the first instant messaging server to which the first client user attaches according to the first subscription information.

In addition, in steps S606 to S612, when the subscription request message or the state change message forwarded between the first and the second cluster servers is a non-real-time message, complex messages transmitted to the same cluster server are combined into a complex message to be transmitted in the delay transmitting way.

By the steps S601 to S608 and steps 601 to 612, the cluster server of the instant messaging system divides the processed messages into a state-presence related message or a state-presence unrelated message according to the types and further divides them into real-time ones and non-real-time ones according to the characteristics of the messages; through the classification, different messages are transmitted in different ways, so that the total amount of the short messages transmitted in the system is reduced and the effects of effectively
using the network bandwidths between clusters, improving the messaging efficiency and avoiding network congestion are achieved.

In another aspect, an embodiment of this disclosure further provides a messaging method between clusters in the instant messaging, which is used in the instant messaging system including the instant messaging terminal, instant messaging server and cluster server and includes:

- acquiring communication messages transmitted between a client user of the inner-cluster and a client user of the external cluster; and

- sending the communication messages according to the first pre-stored subscription information that the client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the presence state of the client user of the external cluster or the second pre-stored subscription information that the client user of the external cluster subscribes the presence state of the client user of the inner-cluster when the communication message is a state-presence related message.

FIG. 7 shows a diagram of the flow of a method of an embodiment of this disclosure, including:

ST01: the first cluster server of the cluster server acquires the first communication message transmitted by the first client user in inner-cluster through the first instant messaging server in which it logs;

ST02: the first cluster server determines whether the first communication message is a state-presence related message or not, if it is a state-presence related message, ST03 is executed; and if it is a state-presence unrelated message, ST04 is executed;

ST03: the first cluster server queries the second pre-stored subscription information that the client of the external cluster subscribes the state of the client user and transmits the first communication message to the second cluster server of the external cluster, wherein the second subscription information records the corresponding relationship between the first client user and the second cluster server and the second cluster server is the cluster server subscribing the state information of the first client user;

ST04: the first cluster server queries the third cluster server to which the destination user for receiving the first communication message attaches through the external messaging interface unit and transmits the first communication message to the third cluster server;

ST05: the first cluster server acquires the second communication message transmitted from the external cluster to inner-cluster;

ST06: the first cluster server determines whether the second communication message is a state-presence related message or not, if it is a state-presence related message, ST07 is executed; and if it is a state-presence unrelated message, ST08 is executed;

ST07: the first cluster server queries the first pre-stored subscription information that the client user subscribes the state of the client of the external cluster and transmits the second communication message to the first instant messaging server to which the first client user attaches according to the first subscription information, wherein the first subscription information is configured to record the corresponding relationship between the first client user in the inner-cluster and the second instant messaging server of the external cluster; wherein the second instant messaging server is an instant messaging server in which the second client user logs when the first client user subscribes the state information of the second client user in the external cluster; and

ST08: the first cluster server queries the third instant messaging server to which the destination user for receiving the second communication message attaches through the pre-stored user distribution information and transmits the second communication message to the third instant messaging server.

In steps ST01 to ST08, the subscription relationship that the client user of the inner-cluster subscribes the state of the client of the external cluster is expanded to the relationship between the client user of the inner-cluster and the instant messaging server of the external cluster by the first subscription information; and the relationship that the client of the external cluster subscribes the state of the client user of the inner-cluster is expanded to the relationship between the server of the external cluster and the client user of the cluster by the second subscription information, so that the network bandwidths between clusters are fully used and the aim of improving the messaging efficiency is fulfilled.

In addition, in an embodiment of this disclosure, before the first cluster server transmits the first communication message to the second cluster server, it is necessary to determine whether the first communication message is the non-real-time message; when it is a non-real-time message, the first communication message is stored in the message waiting queue for transmitting to be transmitted to the same destination receiving cluster server at first; and when having the preset length, the message waiting queue for transmitting is compressed into a complex message to be sent, so that the total amount and length of the messages transmitted among the clusters in the instant messaging system are reduced and the effects of improving the messaging efficiency and effectively avoiding network congestion are achieved.

Therefore, to sum up, in the cluster server and the messaging method between clusters of the embodiments of this disclosure, by classifying the messages between clusters, the objectives of effectively using the network bandwidths between clusters, and improving the messaging efficiency and the bearing capacity of the whole instant messaging system can be fulfilled.

Here, the instant messaging abovementioned is represented by IM for short; the database server is represented by DB for short; the state presence is represented by present service; and the non-state presence is represented by non-present service.

What mentioned above are the preferential embodiments of this disclosure, it should be indicated that various improvement or modification shall be made by those skilled in the art within the concept of this disclosure and fall within the protection scope of this disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A cluster server, which is part of an instant messaging system for messaging between clusters, wherein the instant messaging system further comprises an instant messaging server and a client user, the cluster server comprises:

- a storage unit configured to store a piece of first subscription information that a client user of an inner-cluster subscribes a presence state of a client user of an external cluster and a piece of second subscription information that a client user of the external cluster subscribes a presence state of a client user of the inner-cluster,

- an information classification unit configured to determine whether a communication message transmitted between a client user of the inner-cluster and a client user of the external cluster is a presence state related message; and

an information transmission unit configured to transmit a communication message according to the first and second subscription information when the communication message is a presence state related message; and
wherein the first subscription information is specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between a first client user of the inner-cluster and a second instant messaging server of the external cluster; wherein the first client user subscribes a presented client user of the external cluster; the client user of the external cluster logs in the second instant messaging server; and
the second subscription information is specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between the first client user of the inner-cluster and a second cluster server of the external cluster; wherein a client user of the external cluster attaching to the second cluster server subscribes a presence state of the first client user;

the information classification unit is further configured to transmit a first communication message to the second cluster server according to the second subscription information when determining that a first communication message from the first client user to the client user of the external cluster is a presence state related message; or, the information classification unit is further configured to transmit a second communication message to a first instant messaging server in which the first client user logs according to the first subscription information when determining that the second communication message from the client user of the external cluster to the client user of the inner-cluster is a presence state related message and the second instant messaging server acts as a transmitting end for transmitting the second communication message.

2. The cluster server according to claim 1, further comprising:
an external messaging interface unit configured to provide an interface for messaging with the external cluster; and
a client user distribution unit configured to distribute a corresponding instant messaging server for the client user of the inner-cluster;
the information transmission unit is further configured to query a third cluster server to which a destination user for receiving the first communication message attaches through the external messaging interface unit and transmit the first communication message to the third cluster server when the first communication message is a presence state unrelated message;
or, the information transmission unit is further configured to acquire a third instant messaging server in which the destination user for receiving the second communication message logs through the user distribution unit and transmit the second communication message to the third instant messaging server when the second communication message is a presence state unrelated message.

3. The cluster server according to claim 1, wherein the information classification unit is further configured to determine whether the first communication message is a non-real-time message before the first communication message is transmitted.

4. The cluster server according to claim 3, wherein the information transmission unit is further configured to store the first communication message in a corresponding message waiting queue for transmitting when the first communication message is a non-real-time message, and compress the message waiting queue for transmitting into a complex message and transmit the complex message when the message waiting queue for transmitting reaches a preset length.

5. The cluster server according to claim 4, wherein the information transmission unit is further configured to parse the second communication message into multiple independent messages when the second communication message is a complex message and before the information classification unit determines whether the second communication message is a presence state related message.

6. The cluster server according to claim 1, wherein the cluster server is in communication link with a global server through which a corresponding cluster server to which the client user of the external cluster attaches is queried.

7. A messaging method between clusters in instant messaging, comprising:
acquiring a communication message transmitted between a client user of an inner-cluster and a client user of an external cluster;
when the communication message is a presence state related message, sending the communication message according to a piece of first pre-stored subscription information that the client user of the inner-cluster subscribes a presence state of the client user of the external cluster or according to a piece of second pre-stored subscription information that the client user of the external cluster subscribes a presence state of the client user of the inner-cluster;
wherein the first subscription information is specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between a first client user of the inner-cluster and a second instant messaging server of the external cluster; wherein the first client user subscribes a presented client user of the external cluster; the client user of the external cluster logs in the second instant messaging server; and
the second subscription information is specifically a piece of information for recording a corresponding relationship between the first client user of the inner-cluster and a second instant messaging server of the external cluster; wherein the first client user subscribes a presented client user of the external cluster; the client user of the external cluster logs in the second instant messaging server; and

8. The cluster server according to claim 2, wherein the information classification unit is further configured to determine whether the first communication message is a non-real-time message before the first communication message is transmitted.

9. The cluster server according to claim 8, wherein the information transmission unit is further configured to store the first communication message in a corresponding message waiting queue for transmitting when the first communication message is a non-real-time message, and compress the message waiting queue for transmitting into a complex message and transmit the complex message when the message waiting queue for transmitting reaches a preset length.

10. The cluster server according to claim 9, wherein the information transmission unit is further configured to parse
the second communication message into multiple independent messages when the second communication message is a complex message and before the information classification unit determines whether the second communication message is a presence state related message.